Dear Mr. Nathanail,

The Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the IOSCO VCM Consultation Report (“Consultation Report” or “CR”). IATP last wrote to IOSCO in February 2023 concerning its Discussion Paper on Voluntary Carbon Markets (“Discussion Paper”). In that letter we quoted from a CME Group response to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Request for Information (“RFI”) about climate-related financial risk: “[t]he Climate RFI suggests a focus on the regulatory role for the Commission in the voluntary carbon markets. The voluntary carbon markets are still evolving and striving to reach a mature state. An overly prescriptive [sic] approach to the development of the voluntary carbon markets could have the effect of impeding the promise these markets offer to assist the larger community in reaching global emissions reduction targets.”

The CFTC did not heed all the CME Group’s warnings about proposing regulation of any kind for the “still evolving” voluntary carbon markets. The CFTC adapted the still evolving Integrity Council for the Voluntary Carbon Market’s (“ICVCM”) rulebook to fit its Core Principles regulatory structure in the CFTC’s voluntary guidance for Designated Contract Markets (“DCMs”) to list derivatives contracts with Voluntary Carbon Credits (“VCCs”) as their underlying assets. However, the proposed CFTC guidance also asked whether DCMs, intermediaries and market participants should perform due diligence about VCCs beyond what the ICVCM and other private standards organizations provided. In the following letter, some of our responses to Consultation Report questions are derived in part from our responses to CFTC guidance questions.

The overlap of financial market and environmental integrity: consequences for the Good Practices
One of the challenges that IOSCO faces in describing Good Practices for VCMs to the regulators of its 131 member governments is to maintain consistently a categorical distinction between financial market integrity and environmental integrity that is advised by the majority of the 52 respondents to the Discussion Paper:

One strong message from the feedback is that IOSCO should clearly define its role with respect to VCMs and should keep any further policy steps limited to that remit, and not address issues of environmental integrity, for example. Subsequent chapters will further discuss how IOSCO is taking forward the Key Considerations directly related to financial market integrity through a proposed set of Good Practices, and how others are being addressed by ongoing public and private sector initiatives whose objective is to raise the environmental integrity in the VCMs by focusing on the climate aspect of carbon credits. (CR, p. 44)

This “strong message” prevents IOSCO from advising on good practices on topics in which the overlap of financial market integrity and environmental integrity is clear. An example of this overlap occurs in a topic that is barely described in the “Consultation Report,” the legal and financial responsibilities and liabilities of crediting programs that maintain buffer accounts of carbon offset credits to compensate for emission reversals of projects whose VCCs have been issued. How will these liabilities affect the financial market integrity of DCMs, intermediaries and market participants who are trading VCC-backed derivatives under conditions of increasingly frequent and severe reversals?

Emissions reversals will almost certainly increase in scope and frequency, at least for nature-based emissions reduction activities, with the imminent arrival of more frequent extreme weather events driven by climate tipping points. The economic and legal consequences for the crediting programs’ buffer accounts of credits to compensate for such reversals cannot not be forecast with accuracy. However, we know that current reversals, e.g., recent California wildfires, have eliminated any temporary climate benefits from offset projects and are showing the buffer accounts to be vastly underfunded.

It is very likely that ICVCM will change its rules on emissions reversal and reversal risk management. For example, consider the next iteration of the Assessment Framework, regarding permanence: “The ICVCM will consider longer monitoring and compensation periods (e.g., one hundred years) and shifting the monitoring and compensation oversight to the carbon-crediting program or the jurisdiction aligned with existing and emerging best practice among carbon crediting programs.”

The duration of permanence of CO₂ removals in the current ICVCM standard is “at least 40 years.” A climate science robust duration is much longer: e.g., According to a recent Carbon Market Watch analysis of academic literature, “CO2 can be considered permanently stored only when it is put away as long as the significant percentages of CO2 emissions
last in the atmosphere (up to 25%), that is up to 1,000 years. At the very minimum, the bar for storage with significant climate benefits is several centuries.”

In the event of an ICVCM standard of a 100-year carbon storage permanence and crediting program buffer account failure, it is likely that developing country governments that host VCCs would have to assume the costs of monitoring and maintaining an adequately financed buffer account of high-quality credits to compensate for the reversals. In the event of “several centuries” standards, it is all but certain that developing country governments would have to assume the monitoring and compensation costs and liabilities. When United Nations agencies promote high integrity carbon markets as a reliable source of climate finance and a means to realize Nationally Determined Contributions to mitigation and Sustainable Development Goals, ICVCM estimates that “90% of all nature-based solutions,” i.e., land-based (and marine?) emissions offset projects, are in developing countries. The possible assumption of buffer account finance by their governments is never mentioned. If IOSCO does not view its remit to advise its member governments, particularly the developing country hosts of emissions reduction projects, of their potential as assumption of crediting program buffer account liabilities and compensation, then IOSCO should at least advise its member government regulators of how buffer account failure could affect financial market integrity.

The legal and economic consequences of adopting a science-based duration for the monitoring of offset reductions and compensation for emissions reversals are staggering, and not just for the crediting programs and the “shift” to governments of the monitoring and emissions reversals responsibilities and liabilities. Most VCC-backed derivatives contracts will have a large percentage of component contracts that are at an increasing risk of reversals.

For example, the Nodal Exchange’s Global Emissions Reduction (GER) Futures contract description states: “Physically delivered offsets based on a basket of the following carbon offset subcontracts: Base Carbon Contract (BCC), Forestry Carbon Contract (FCC), Prime Carbon Contract (PCC), and Carbon Capture Contract (CCC), where weightings are calculated and determined by the GER Supervisory Committee (GERS), in accordance with the GER Governance and Methodology Protocol posted at http://www.nodalexchange.com.” The FCC components account for 39% of the derivatives contract, while the CCC VCCs, the least subject to emissions reversals and buffer account compensation account for 1% of the contract. There is nothing in the GER® Governance and Methodology Protocol that discusses uncompensated reversals, their impact on VCC quality, VCC prices and VCC price volatility. If we assume that reversals will become more frequent and severe as climate tipping points drive more extreme weather events, trading platforms in IOSCO jurisdictions should begin to
account for the impact of reversals on VCC estimated deliverable supply and on the possibility of market disruption if uncompensated reversals become widespread.

Changes to the ICVCM rulebook, such as for emissions reversals, and an analysis of their economic impact should be reported promptly to exchanges, relevant regulators and authorities of IOSCO jurisdictions, under the terms of an information sharing agreement. The exchanges should be obliged to report these changes and their potential economic consequences promptly to intermediaries and market participants.

**Responses to some individual questions**

**Question 1: Does the Consultation Report use the correct and commonly accepted terminology? Are terms defined appropriately in the report and its glossary? Does the Consultation Report acknowledge all instances of inconsistent and conflicting terminology used in the industry? Are there any terms that have not been defined but which should be defined or alternatively, that should not be defined by IOSCO?**

There are several key and interrelated terms that IOSCO should explain to financial market regulators both because they are not defined in the ICVCM “Glossary of terms,” except indirectly in the case of “non-permanence,” and because the financial integrity of VCC contracts depends on there being a common understanding of the contract terms. A potential source of VCM financial instability and loss of environmental integrity in crediting programs is emissions reversals for which program buffer accounts cannot compensate with VCCs of equal or better quality. Crediting programs must be able to financially and legally sustain the buffer account of the projects for which the crediting programs issues VCCs.

IOSCO should add to its glossary definitions for “buffer account,” “emissions reversal,” “emissions reversal event,” (to distinguish acute from gradual emissions reversals) and “reversal risk management.” ICVCM is currently debating whether “avoidable” reversals should be compensated from the buffer account, implying that reversal risk management measures could have prevented or lessened the losses from reversals. ICVCM alludes to these definitions in its definition of “non-permanence” as a “situation in which mitigation is subject to reversal.”

However, all nature-based emissions reduction projects are temporary relative to the persistence of greenhouse gas emissions in the free atmosphere and hence subject to some degree of reversal. “Although any form of carbon storage is potentially at risk of loss and re-emission to the atmosphere, carbon stored in biological systems is fundamentally transient in relation to carbon stored in or emitted from fossil fuels (Anderegg et al., 2020; Fankhauser et al., 2022).” The financial integrity of the contract whose underlying asset is VCCs depends in part on conveying accurate
information about how durable the emissions reduction or engineering-based removal is relative to that persistence. ICVCM does not define “emissions reduction or removal durability,” but IOSCO should.

**Question 3: Is the description of secondary market trading of carbon credits accurate? Are all key market participants properly reflected?**

The Consultation Report noted, “The example of CCMs [Compliance Carbon Markets] shows that derivatives can play an important role in the sound functioning of secondary markets and may support growth in on-venue trading thanks to standardization benefits. Nonetheless, it was noted in the feedback to the Discussion Paper that a significant portion of the market will likely remain OTC.” (CR, p. 23) IATP agrees that generally derivatives can and do support secondary market multilateral trading. We also agree with the respondent that the bilateral trading of VCCs will remain “significant” and even dominant relative to trading on regulated multi-lateral exchange.

An issue that IOSCO should emphasize in the final CR is that its regulatory frameworks Good Practices 1-3 (CR, pp. 61-62) would apply to VCC spot and derivatives trading on regulated exchanges, not to OTC trading. OTC traders of VCCs will benefit from standardized price, volume and position information published by spot and derivatives exchanges while supplying no verified and timely information to the market. This information asymmetry is unlikely to decrease in the short term, even if CCP-labeled VCCs grow in spots markets sufficiently to serve as reliable underlying assets for VCC derivatives contracts.

The CR suggests that government regulators consider adopting private standards, such as those of the ICVCM, to enable VCC trading to benefit from regulations developed to ensure market integrity, investor protections and other regulatory benefits. “The regulatory approach should seek to achieve regulatory outcomes for investor protection and market integrity that are the same as, or consistent with, those that are required in traditional financial markets.” (CR, p. 61) This objective, however, and the listing of market integrity characteristics (CR, P. 45 et passim) is achieved through regulated and registered exchanges, intermediaries and market participants, not through OTC trading. To IATP’s knowledge, there is no legislative or regulatory proposal to push OTC trading of VCCs onto regulated exchanges. OTC trading of VCCs may benefit from crediting program compliance with private standards, but those benefits will not be shared in terms of VCC pricing with entities trading VCCs on traditional exchanges.

Regarding “Good practice 3: Domestic and international cooperation and consistency,” IATP anticipates that current comparability determination agreements concerning cross-border trading, investigation and enforcement activities will have to be modified or perhaps negotiated separately for trading VCCs. These will not be rapid negotiations.
example, China’s emissions trading system does not allow financial speculators with no commercial interest in offsetting to trade offset credits.\textsuperscript{[18]} Other jurisdictions likewise may restrict trader eligibility to commercial hedgers whose businesses are subject to emissions caps or decarbonization requirements.

**Question 9:** Are existing disclosures, third-party standards, and/or industry best practices sufficient to ensure that investors are not misled as to the environmental or carbon emissions reductions benefits? Please identify specific regulations, standards, or practices and why they are sufficient.

Several CR questions are formulated as “whether and to what extent.” IATP will respond to this question in the “whether and to what extent” frame of mind, rather than presume that existing disclosures and private standards are sufficient to prevent investors from being misled about emissions reductions as presented in VCCs.

The foundation of the ICVCM Assessment Framework (AF) is the platform from which to build higher program and credit integrity. The ICVCM explains: “To minimise the burden on carbon-crediting programs operating in the VCM, the ICVCM has determined that programs already eligible under CORSIA [Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation] are also eligible under this version of the Assessment Framework provided that they meet some additional requirements as set out in the Assessment Framework.”\textsuperscript{[19]} If program credits are already CORSIA eligible, then they can be fast-tracked for CCP labeling. Reiterated through the AF is the phrase, “in addition to CORSIA requirements,” e.g., “in addition to CORSIA requirements related to governance framework, the carbon-crediting program shall.”\textsuperscript{[20]} Thereafter, follow governance requirements basic to good business conduct. It is surprising that crediting programs don’t already have all these requirements: e.g., “follow practices consistent with robust anti-bribery and anti-corruption guidance and regulation.”\textsuperscript{[21]} Nevertheless, ICVCM CORSIA plus requirements, particularly the governance requirements to qualify the VCCs of crediting programs for the CCP label, are credit quality improvements.

The choice to make CORSIA the platform for improving VCC standards is not because CORSIA is a well-regarded and robust climate science standard. One analysis of CORSIA states:

> While CORSIA is the first international agreement to address emissions for a sector, it has also been heavily criticised for its shortcomings, including the lack of ambition of its goal of “carbon-neutral growth,” the coverage of CO2 emissions only, the limited [airline company] participation in the voluntary phase, the quality of the eligible carbon credits, and its weaknesses in terms of ensuring compliance and enforceability (ICF Consulting et al. 2020; Broekhoff et al. 2020; Siemons et al. 2021).\textsuperscript{[22]}
However, CORSIA is diplomatically robust. The CORSIA standard of eligibility for use of carbon offsets in international aviation was adopted in 2016 by the intergovernmental International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) of the United Nations. As a United Nations organization with a decision-making Assembly composed of representatives from 193 member states, ICAO could likely win any lawsuit challenging the integrity of its VCC eligibility standards because of the immunity that governments enjoy in many areas of international law. In the diplomatic sense, to the extent that crediting programs comply with the ICVCM CORSIA plus requirements, IOSCO member government regulators can be confident that ICVCM compliant crediting programs will be litigation resistant even if VCC investors are misled about the quantity and durability of certified emissions reductions. But ICVCM requirements do not suffice scientifically to prevent investors from being misled about emissions reductions claimed in ICVCM compliant VCCs.

According to Carbon Market Watch, “The ICVCM’s most obvious weakness lies in its treatment of activities that rely on the storage of carbon in non-permanent sinks, such as forests. The requirements for permanence are not in line with scientific evidence that carbon dioxide in biological systems and CO2 released from the combustion of fossil fuels are not equivalent or interchangeable.” These permanence requirements derive from a scientifically false assumption that in terms of emissions impact a metric tonne of geological emissions is equal to a metric tonne of nature-based emissions reductions. For example, consider the apparently neutral ICVCM requirement (in addition to CORSIA requirements): “clearly define a carbon credit as one metric tonne of CO2 equivalent of GHG emission reductions or removals.” This requirement does not make explicit that the relationship between greenhouse gases emitted and those reduced by non-permanent carbon sinks is wholly different than those between emissions and more durable emissions removals. In the plain-spoken language of science-based carbon accounting: “a tonne is not a tonne.”

From the viewpoint of climate science, most, if not all, the certification and contractual language of land based VCCs misrepresent their emissions impacts, even when they are well designed, well managed, not reversed and not fraudulent. ICVCM intends to develop its standards with “the best science and expertise available.” As IATP informed IOSCO in our comments on the Discussion Paper, according to the “medium consensus” of the 6th Assessment report of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Chapter 5.6.2.1) and to IPCC scientists in independent computer modeling studies, biogenic offsets cannot compensate for fossil fuel generated greenhouse gases on a 1:1 ratio: “Results indicate that a CO2 emission into the atmosphere is more effective at raising atmospheric CO2 than an equivalent CO2 removal is at lowering it, with the asymmetry increasing with the magnitude of the emission/removal.” (IATP bolded emphasis.) The greater the quantity of CO₂ released, the greater the disparity between
emissions and removals. More simply put, it is physically impossible for short cycle biological carbon to offset long cycle geological carbon emissions.

If VCCs trade OTC and exchanges offer VCC spot and derivatives contracts derived from “a tonne is a tonne” emissions accounting and crediting assumptions, investors will likely be misled about the emissions impact of their VCC trading strategy. If they make “carbon neutral” or offsetting claims based on “a tonne is a tonne” carbon accounting and crediting methodologies, they may suffer litigation or at least reputational risk. [32] IOSCO should advise its members to perform due diligence on carbon accounting methods and advise multilateral trading platforms in their jurisdiction to not use the “one tonne is one tonne” derived definition in VCC derivatives “terms and conditions” nor in marketing literature for the contract. There is academic literature on science-based carbon accounting and crediting that can assist IOSCO members’ due diligence and their advice to the trading platforms in VCC contract design. [33]

**Question 14: To address risks that low-quality projects could result in voluntary carbon credits that do not represent their promised carbon emissions reductions benefits, are disclosure-based standards sufficient to mitigate against misleading investors? Are there cases where even robust disclosure as to the underlying project quality, and therefore the quality of the carbon credits based on such project, would be insufficient to protect investors?**

Crediting programs already provide advice to prospective investors on avoiding low quality VCCs. [34] For example, “One option is to engage the services of consultants or trusted retailers to examine projects, navigate different options, and put together a portfolio of offset credits that meet a buyer’s goals (with respect to location, project type, offset quality, and co-benefits, for example). It is often a good idea to work with someone who has a detailed understanding of the sectors or project types being considered, which in some cases could involve enlisting multiple experts.” [35] Consultants or trusted retail brokers obtain information on site or documented evidence to reduce the likelihood that the VCC investor is misled. However, this advice does not include disclosure standards nor a method for estimating the financial material risk of trading VCCs.

ICVCM’s Assessment Framework and Assessment Procedure anticipates the possibility that robust disclosure of the underlying offset project and the credits issued from that project still might not protect the investor. The ICVCM rulebook explains how crediting programs are to document compliance with “beyond CORSIA” requirements. In effect, the programs are “disclosing” how they operate according to ICVCM standards when they apply to have their VCCs receive the CCP label.
ICVCM does not verify independently the integrity of individual offset projects or credits deriving from them. There are organizations, such as Calyx Global, which review individual projects to rate in aggregate the integrity of project type credits, e.g., reforestation-based credits, for prospective investors. However, the Integrity Council will conduct “spot checks and sample based auditing of CCP eligible programs and credits” as part of its performance monitoring to provide integrity assurance to credit buyers. Crediting programs are required to have a third-party validation of offset project design documents and verification of project developer reporting, “including systematic review of validation and verification activities, reports and remedial measures to address performance issues.” If the certification program fails to resolve problems with third party validation and verification, ICVCM can suspend or terminate the program from having its credits tagged with the CCP label. Such a suspension or termination of a crediting program would have legal, reputational and market impacts beyond those of the crediting program, so IATP believes it unlikely that the ICVCM would take such enforcement actions unless compelled to.

IATP's understanding about material risk disclosures for derivatives is limited to those of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The rule covering risk disclosures by Futures Commission Merchants (FCMs) to their prospective and existing customers was published in 1978 and does not contain enumerated risks for specific asset classes or contracts. In 1991, the CFTC published quantitative and qualitative disclosure requirements for registered market participants that have been updated as recently as 2011. Registered market participants must report their risk disclosures for the preceding fiscal year. One of three methods for doing so is: “Tabular presentation of information related to market risk sensitive instruments; such information shall include fair values of the market risk sensitive instruments and contract terms sufficient to determine future cash flows from those instruments, categorized by expected maturity dates.” An appendix to this rule illustrates how the material financial risk exposure of trading corn futures for a fiscal year would be presented in tabular form. The CFTC could use this tabular format to illustrate the material financial risks of trading VCC derivatives if these derivatives were subject to regulation. IOSCO member government regulators should consider applying this tabular format for reporting the material financial risk trading VCCs in their respective jurisdictions.

CFTC Commission Kristin Johnson proposed that the Commission consider developing voluntary guidance for registered market participants on how to report their material financial risk for trading VCC derivatives:

The CEA [Commodity Exchange Act] and CFTC regulations impose material risk disclosure requirements on registered market participants in connection with their communications, solicitations, and negotiations of transactions and material contractual terms. . . The Commission may not need to prescribe the
precise language of the disclosures. The material risk disclosure rule is principles-based. Instead, the Commission may identify factors that a market participant must consider in a risk disclosure, including all the factors that could lead to significant losses. Information about a carbon credit, including information about the environmental project and market structure, is material because there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable counterparty would consider it important in making a trading decision. [44]

IATP supported Commissioner Johnson’s proposal, albeit advocating for more precise language on disclosures. The econometrically projected growth of VCC trading advises a need for more precise language.

According to a Bloomberg NEF study, with the “right rules,” the annual notional value of VCC trading could scale to $1 trillion by 2037, [45] i.e., 500% over reported value in 2022. [46] Such an optimistic econometric outlook includes, of course, a large portion of loss-making trades. IOSCO should in its Good Practices recommend that government regulators provide guidelines to retail and institutional investors on material risk disclosures of trading and holding VCC positions, including factors that could result in significant losses. (a brief response to Question 16)

**Conclusion**

IATP thanks IOSCO for the opportunity to submit these comments, which we hope will help IOSCO to finalize these Good Practices. We look forward to learning how IOSCO is using these Good Practices in its workshops for IOSCO member government regulators.

Respectfully submitted,

Steve Suppan, Ph.D.
Senior Policy Analyst

**Endnotes:**

[1] IATP is a U.S. nonprofit, 501(c)(3) nongovernmental organization, headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota (U.S.A.), with offices in Washington, DC and Berlin, Germany. IATP has participated in the nearly weekly meetings of the Derivatives Task Force of Americans for Financial Reform since 2010. IATP has submitted more than 50 comments on U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission rulemaking, and on consultation papers of the Task Force for Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets, International Organization of Securities Commissions, Financial Stability Board, the European Securities and Markets Authority, and the European Commission’s Directorate General for Internal Markets. We have participated in UN Framework Convention on Climate Change meetings since 2008 and filed submissions in response to UNFCCC Secretariat decision making documents, including on the Article 6.4 market mechanism Supervisory Body recommendations. The UNFCCC part of our climate change work is represented at [https://www.iatp.org/unfccc-cops](https://www.iatp.org/unfccc-cops)

[2] [https://www.iatp.org/iatp-comment-iosco-vcm](https://www.iatp.org/iatp-comment-iosco-vcm)
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